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The Comment
Vol. LIV. No.5·

Bridgewater State CQlleqe

October 22, 1980

B.E.S.T. Off To Good Start
by Sue· Asci
.
r saving' improvements
on thelr
.
"It's a total community pro.iect,H ~at low or no cost.
The S,G.A. has been sending
commented Student Government
Association President Bill Mullen. letters and phone calls out into the
"Everybody wins in the end. town of Bridgewater in an attempt
Students can take the knowledge to get people involved. They are
presently working with the town
back to their own households."
Bill Mullen and Keith Benoit of the selectmen to set up an Advisory
S.G.{\. have been working with the Board which will then take the
town selectmen, faculty, and other project into the community and
students in implementing an formulate a more detailed outline. '
community project called B.E,S,T.
''Fitchburg has a similar program
(Bridgewater Energy Savings Task). called Fitchburg's Action to'
The nine-week program involves a Conserve Enrgy, They have
series of workshops designed for reached over 7,000 households,"
students to teach community I said Biii Muiien at a recent meeting,
members how to make energy- I of the Town/College Committee.
I

'We hope to reach at least 4,000
households,"
He explained that most energy
loss is related to draft infiltrated the
home, The participants will learning
weatherstripping and other
conservation methods. They arc
working on making kits containing
the necessary materials available to
the elderly ·r~·, handicapped,
lowincome, and those who were on
fuel assistance last year. The
program could lead to a possible
energy conservation program set up
within the dorms themselves,
F acuity response has been
excellent," Bill Mullen said.

T own Library
Needs Cooperation

Job Locator
Program Instituted

by Sue Asci
The Bridgewater Public Library is
experiencing problems w"ith
students who have books and other William .Mullen, President of the S.G.A., outlines. program
materials outstanding, Mr. Sperber,
at Town College Committee meeting.
Director of the Bridgewater Public
by Isaac Flight
Library, stated that there are
"
between 25 and SO students who are
Do you need a job?
babysitting.
A bulletin board posted in the involved and $500 or more worth of
Since September. Deb Dion has
been the SSC, Job Locater, hallway near the Tillinghast mail material which is outstanding.
The library services the entire
organizing the Student Employment room wi II b e kept up-to- date on
.Referral Service from a small office employment opportunities; Deb will community of Bridgewater. There
in the basement floor of Tillinghast. be glad to help you find an are a substantial number of 8.S.C.
In fulfilling the Federally-funded appropriate job. If the job you are students who use it to supplement
the college material, find materials
'
position of Job Locater, Deb refers intereste·d in is a ff -campus, her f1rst
.
'
1
1
b
h
h
Peter Lacey, and linebacker Joe
capable students to employers. in question WI e w et er or not you for student teaching, and other
by Dusty Chapeau
need of part-time assistance, The have transportation, She will then various reasons.
Most of the bright colored leaves Conceicao both played outstanding
'We want to continue this .have fallen and the nippy autumn defense with Conceicao coming pup
jobs are selected to appeal to brief you on the job, call the job site
students, and especially to relate to to arrange an interview, and sign Mmutually beneficially arrangement,"
breezes have returned to New with a key interception.
the variety .of' majors here on your introduction papers, Shi is
r. Sperber said. "It is a mino:-ity of
This past weekend the Bears
England. THis is the time 6f the year
campus. Finding a job ,related to working on her Masters in the stud~nts wh~, use the hbrary
naturalist say the bear should be . came up with perhaps the key win of
,,_
your major is imp.ortant, Deb said, Counseling, soH you'd like a few tips, who are mvolve~l
the season. After traveling far up
hibernating·-wrong.
to gain on-the-job experience.
on how to present yourself to a' Pe<?ple
,With outs.tandmg
Well; at least the Bridgewater north to Plymouth, New
, So far, the response to the SERS prospective employer, just ask.
mat~nals recelv~ three .notIce~ from
State Bears aren't. As a matter of Hampshire,facing very heavy
has been good_ Unfortunately, there.
Deb sees the position of Job the hbr.ary, The hbrary 15 I?okmg for
fact, they are roaring louder than down-pours of rain" 8.S.C:. upset,
have been more students than jobs, Locater as a very important office a vehlc1~ through, which these
ever and sitting on top of the the Panthers on their soaked home
but Deb is confident that the ratio of here at BSC, Now her job is a out~tandmg matenals can be
standings in New England field turf, 9-7.
students tojobs will even out in the temporary one, but she hopes it will retrieved.
The Bears offense dominated
Conference football. Following
near future. A brochure will be grow into a full time dperation, She
three consecutive league wins, the early in the game driving the length
distributed soon to encourage local I said, "Northeastern and Boston
. mighty Bears ride into Homecoming of the field until the rain put a
area businesses in employing.' College have very well defined, well
this week with an excellent 4-1 . damper on the ground attack. Runs
by. Buckley set up a 25 yard Hickey
students through this new BSC developed Job Locater programs,"
record,
The major function of a full time Job
"
program.
.
Bridgewater State College pulled field goal which stood as the lone
The Work Study branch of this Locater would be to visit possible
If you are a senior and one of the
. off a major upset on October 4th. points until late in the game.
With less than a minute left in the
program aids students, who have job sites and arrange for more following majors: math, language,' Knocking off. last year's undefeated
. been awarded work' study money quality employment possibilities for physical science, or computer
conference champion University of fourth quarter, cornerback Timmy
science minor, and are inter.estedin·
tpfough the Financial Aid office, in the. students at BSC.
New Have. After falling behind 7-0, Millerick stepped in front of 'a
locating ajob. The Non-Work Study
So, if you need.a job; see Deb. a career with the National Security· early in the contest, the Bears came . Panther pass and raced 63 yards to
'branch is for students who have not Majors in Physical Education and Agency in Ft. Meade, Maryland, you , back on the strength of clutch paydirt. But Plymouth, put· a real
fl'nancI'al
been arded
w
aal'd
, but stl'll qualified WSI's are especially urged need to take an exam as part of I , catches by split end Ron McCarthy . scare into th~ red men by coming
want to earn some extra money. to contact the SERS. Call ext. 257,
and. the running of back Dave back to score with nine seconds left ,
I P I th thO d Student Employment Referral applying.
But when the final gun sounded it
The H an d1-' P
.
Buckley.
eop e 00 • e Ir
The exam is schedule for'
branch of the SERS, is an odd-job Service, or come right in, Monday to
Quarterback Kevin Cobban. hit was' the mud-soaked Bears who
pool which services surrounding Thursday, 1 - 4 p,m. Hours wilh·be November 15th. Applications must' ,McCarthy with an 11 yard came away with it_
-'
Coach Mazzaferro sighted the
comml.lnities, covering every aspect increased in the future if there is be in by November 1st, and '. are
touchdown strike and the foot of
of odd jobs, from shovelling snowto . more response to this program.
available in the Career Planning and
super kicker Dave Hickey kicked a individual play of the •defensive
I jpooiI-.............- - - -........- -..................- - -....- - - - - - -........ PI~cement Office,
25 yard field goal to provide the linemen, Peter Lacey, WayneHyde,
Bob Colangeli and Torn Hart as
: "
The' National Security Agency is
winning edge, The offensive line was
the national authority for all United
outstanding overpowering a New outstanding. Linebackers Dave
Haven front four which outweighed White and Tom Conrad wove in top
States communications security
them by twenty pounds apiece. And form again also. Hickey and
activities and also develops foreign
the defense was once again offensive linemen Gary Ackerman
intelligence information crucial to
and Matt'Roche were standouts on
awesome with Capt. Dave White,
our nation's defense, The
,Peter Lacey, Wayne Hyde and Tim 'offense., Tim Millerick with two
extraordinary scope and depth of · Millerick leading the charge, .
interceptions and one T.D: earned
the work conducted at the NSA
.
himself a star,
On the following week the. Bears
offer challenging and rew~ing
knocked off hapless Western . This weekend promises to be an
The Student Govirrime.nt Association is holding ail
exidting one with Nichols College
Open Forum on the status' of the Faculty contract. The opportunities to graduates at all •.Connecticut State 12-0 in fran of a challenging the Bears in front of a
lev·els. The AGency seeks
rain-soaked
par~nts/
day
crowd
at
~meeting will. be Monday, October 27th at 8pm in the S.U.
graduates who possess a· t Swenson field,· Fullback Dave 'predicted 100rge B.S, C. Homecoming crowd. Key injuries to
Demonstration Room. Charles Angell .will address the
combination of such traits as · Buckley,. rushed, for over ' 100·
Buckley and White may keep them
group and answer all" of your questi(lns.
yards
and
scored
a
touchdown
as
he
ingenuity, intellectual curiosity ,. and
from seeing action though. A win
.
rambled.
through
,big
holes
all.day.
We urage everyone to attend this meeting to dear up any perseverance, and who desire to
will give the Bears an outstanding 5·
Dave
Hickey
booted
two
field
goals
misconceptions at this time. '
.
apply these assets. to unique and'
1. record and ensure them a piece in
and averaged over 40 yards per punt
rewarding careers in an
the championship.· race. Coach
having another outstanding day,
environment "where imagination is
Mazzaferro'S motto for' the week is
Tight end· Vin .Harte, made follr
"HOmecoming--Get up for it!!'"
the essential quaIific(:ltion,"
outstanding catches. Defensive end

Bears on Rampage-Come. Home at 4~1

I

OPEN FORUM

Exam
Scheduled'
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Editorials
Everyone is concerned with money; it's the language everybody
understands. You need money to buy food and clothes, to see a movie.
to go to B.S.c. Part of the money you jpay goes to the different services
offered on campus·-athletics, library, labs, etc. The Student Union fee
pays the S.u. employees' salaries, covers repairs, heat, etc. When the
union opened 10 years ago, the $17.50 fee for full-time students was
adequate. In 1976. when they raised the fee to $22.50 for full· timers. this
raise too, sufficed. The $5.00 rate for P.C.E. students hasn't been raise
swas set in 1970. Because of inflation. normal wear and tear on the
building. and the institution of new programs, the S.U. needs to increa~e
the fee to. $27.50 for full·timers and $7.00 for P.C.E. students. This
proposed plan would go into effect in Sept. 1981.
,
The purpose of this plan is not just to get more of your money. If you re
reading this paper, it was put together in the S.U.If you're a commuter,
you probably eat in the S.U.; if you're a resident, you might spend a lot of
time here. Have you taken mini· courses, listened to WBlM, been to the
RAT or seen the video programs in the S.U. Foyer? All this paid for with
SoU. funds.
.
..
.
The S.U. Hoard ot Governors has given the matter a lot of thoug~t
over the past year. They feel that without such a fee_increase they Will
have to decrease the availability of high-quality services and programs.
Don't let this happen! Please, vote for the f~e increase when .the
referendum is held by the S.G.A. Remember, thiS IS your Student Umon.
LRB

,

ti.etters'to the Editorl_
Wants Your Voice
Dear Editor:
Where is the outcry against this
spectacle of arrogance imported
from the factory onto college
campuses across this. Commonwealth bya clique ot agitators who's
concept of education is coded in the
Marxian economics . of the
workplace? Where are'the rallies to
. indit~ before all; the stucient body,
·errant . faculty; and concerned
administrators, those who cry
strike? Ask who the ultimate target
is, Seniors, Juniors, Sophomores,
Freshmen, of this maleficent
attitude? Let us ask this faculty, so
taken with its self importance, that it
would Sp1:lriously disregard the
object of its existance and seek to

Protests
Censorship
Letter to the Editor
I feel that the bannig of "The
Rocky Horror Picture Show" by the
Administration is an insult to all
students at Bridgewater State
College. The movie was originally
said to be banned because of the
possibility of damage to building
facilities, but when senior class
president David Munroe presented
a well designed security plan to
prevent this from happening, the
movie was still refused. What it
comes down to is censorship. I
believe that we are all adults and
should be treated as such. College is
supposed to provide us with the
opportunity to grow both
academically and emotionally.
However, we will never be able to
fundion if this growth is stifled each
time our decisions are made for us
by administration, as they were by
our parents when we were small
children. It amazes me that while the
United States Congress gives us the
right to vote to choose our nations'
leaders, here at Bridgewater State
College we are denied the right to
choose our own environment.
Very Sincerely,
Nancy A. Silva
Class of 1983

withhold Its presence from our
classes. Then ask them where they
were when the Governor and his
agents jacked up tuition to the point
where it eKcludes those for whom
the StateCollege~Y5~"?I:n itself wa~
designed. Ask wPiefe' facufty·
support for student scholarship lie!;> .
(since as Spokesman' Angell has
pointed out the faculty is. too
distraught to effectively teach}.Ask
where faculty support against
injustice on this campus was ten
years ago, when the entire st':ldel!t
body walked' . out of . classes Hi
protest to administrativewrongs.·
Sincerely,
--The Old Mole .

Request for
Transportation
Dear Administration, Facu.
Members, and student body,
First, this· is not a request for
election, .nor will this letter give me
an "Alf in my politics class, nor will it
make me a different person
tomorrow, But what I hope it will do
is call· your attention to a growing
problem on our campus.

provide a more direct thus quicker
way to Burnell. It would,cut down or:
loitering at Burnell School. Does the,
school have the funds to provide.
such a tunnel? Would our tuition
cost raise because of this?· How
much time would such a project
take? Could construction begin
before next spring?
Secondly, I would like to suggest a
For some of you the problem is a shuttle bus. A bus would be needed
minor aggrivation you will only have and a definite schedule would be
to deal with for a semester or two necessary. A fee of ¢25 or q:50 w()uld
but for others the problem will exist be necessary. A monthly pass could
for the remainder of your years at be purchased. A new student work
B.S~ C. With winter approaching our
study job could be opened·.a driver.
problem will be a growing one. H you. It would provide a more direct way
have any. classes at·· the Burnell to Burnell. It would cut· down on
School. a20 minute walk, a 15 tardiness, and it would cut down on
minute pacer or a ten minute dash
loitering· at Burnell School.
(usually the latter) is part of your
There would be some~ problems,
day.
Does the school have funds to
Some of us are fortunate to -have provide for such a bus? Woul~ our
classes conse,cutively schedule.
tuition costs rise because of it?Who
some of us even full days at Burnell.
would tak8 c~rp. of thp. maintenance
The unfortunate ones are the ones
ofthebus. Dowe have the students
with an .8:00 at Burnell and a 9:00 at 'with the available time to drive the
Grove STreet; Try that in a 10
bus? Would we hav.e a garage to
minute dash!
house the bus in when not in use?
Many of liS are miSSing
With a little involvement rrom us
attendance (which counts for
all .we might be able to make a
grades), an~ getting a· bad rep. for
shuttle bus a reality for this year and
being tardy (which counts with the
possibly· a tunnel for a future
prots.), or most important missing , project. Think about it next time
assignments (which are given at the
you run from Grove STreet to
beginning of classes). What's to be
Burrill Ave. in the pouring rain and
done to save the aggrivation of us
wonder· what it will belike ina
all? How can this prolem be
December snow storm!
approached?· Recently I have been
. Any comments or. new ideas on
involved in a class discussion on the \ this from faculty, administration and
above and out of it came the two
student body can be sent to The
following suggestions: First,
Comment under "Burnell School
construct an underground tunnel. A
Transportation. "
one time initial cost cost would be
Sincerely submitted,
necessary. It would provide a
heated dry walkway. It would
Janice Gabaree

Rock
Concert
Decision

Prop 2 1/2: Con
by Louise R. Burkt>
Last issue, I wrote about the
"pros" of Proposition 2 1/2. Despite
all these, there are many weighty
"cons", too. Local revenues will be
cut by more than half. This means
government spending will be cut;
therefore, many services will suffer.
The first service to fall victim will
be local school departments.
Brockton schools alone will lose
between $5 million and $15 million.
Community schools , adult
education, athietic programs. bus
transportation, and small class size
will suffer. By eliminating or cutting
down on these programs, our
children will be deprived of valuable
activities and educationall~'.
conducive conditions.
The next services to suffer will be
public services such as libraries.
parks and recreation, veteran's
services, street lighting. sanitation
services. etc.
Fire and pulice
departments will be negatl\Jel~'
effected also. By losing· these or
cutting back, our physical and
mental well·being is at stake.
I'm not saying that we'll wake up
some morning and fin~ no schols,
police or fire departments, libraries.
etc., only that there will be severe
cut-backs in our present systems
that we may not be able to do
without.
Monetarily, Prop 2 1.2 will save
homeowners less than 25"" ·of the
total tax loss. This i!:> becdusl:: the

reduction In taxes mcreases your
taxable income for Federal Income
Tax purposes. 36"" of the local
property tax savings in California
went to the state and local
governments. Though landlords will
save money, he!she may have to
RAISE rents to provide tenants with
private security and sanitation
services to cover the losses in the
public services.
When Proposition 13 was passed,
California had a surplus of $5
BILLION, and they used this
money to help out its' citizens. They
are now so low in funds that voters
recently defeated a referendum to
slash state income taxes.
Massachusetts has no such surplus.
Any state or federal aid Will not be
easy to acqUIre-if it IS possible It I
acquire any assistance at all.
If the proposition passes, it is In
effect for at least three years. like It
or not. If those who are in ii'll/or (wI
their way, it could become
permanent law, and unable to be
repealed. In otner wordS, 111.1.'€{j(J1l 1
like it, we may not be able tll C hdl1ge
our minds.
The way I see it, we helve d c hOTe:
keep things the way they are. with
increasing taxes. existmg puhhc
services, and a lairly predictable
future: ''or, vote for PropuSill(ll1 2
1/2, lower tax rates, decHJi;lst' puhlic
serv~ces, and have al1 LlI1Cl:'rldl1l
future. It's up to you to decidt'.

Voting Information

, Here at B:S.C. there have been
If you need information about the about the'controversial'Propusition
numerous rumors and questions as upcominHelections, or would like to 2 1/2. These pamphlets have been
to the possibility of having a rock learn how to use a voting machine, sent to the library from the office of
con'cert in the Auditorium. Recently come to the Bridgewater Public the Secretary of State of
the members of the Program library.
.
. Massachusetts~· A voting machine
Committee have had to face certain
A reading list of books about the and sample ballots have been
realities and make a decision election process, the candidates, borrowed from the Town Clerk's
concerni~ ,this .question. Th~re are and the presidency has been office for practice use by
many factors to consider· when prepared to help voters make their townspeople until the election.
final decisions in November. There
talking about a rock concert.
Everyone is welcome to come in
First, there is the question of who are free pamphlets about voting, to the library and learn how to use
is on tour in this area. At this time of and pamphlets with information the voting machine,. and to pick up
the year the choice of groups within about the four questions that will be the free pamphlets that are·
our price range were J::nited. The. pn the h"lInt :..,,.-hlOing info~m~ion available.
possibilities available 'to us were:
Southside Johnny, Robin Lane, The
Stompers, and Prjvate Lightning.
The two groups whcih were first
considered by P.C. were Southside
(established 1927)
Johnny, and Robin Lane. Another
. Editor"in-Chief .................... ' ....... , ... Sue Asci
problem which limits us to our
choice of bands is our closeness to
.Managing Editor .............................. Gil Bliss
the Boston Garden. Because of ollr
Lisa Gonsalves
location not many big name bands
Editor's Assistant .............. , .... , ..... ,. Moe Lozzi'
are interested in performing here.
Secondly, there is the question of
Business Editor ~ ..... , .. . . . . . ... . .... . ... . . . . .. Carol Beers
money. The .P.C. budget has not
News Editor .: .•,. , ......... , .......... .
bee~increased for several years.
Cultural Arts Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... Richard Pickering
Th~' budget is .divided into four
Sports
Editor ..... , ... , .................... Julie Girard
subcommittees. Entertainment
....... , .................. , .. GinneyStudley
being only one of these. Even
though the P.C. budget hasn't
Advertising Manager .... ,: .... , ............ LouisE!l3urke
increased, the cost for each band
Photography Editor , ...... , ............... Joni Dahlene
has. For example,a band in the Rat
Office Manager .. ; •.................. , ........ , ...... .
runs between 300.00 and 400.00 and
Distribll,tion Manager .... '... '... : . . . . . .. .. Lisa GQnsalv~s',
a band· in the Ballroom ru..ns
between 500.00 and. 1,00Q~OO. A
Writing staff: Terri Cooney~ Debbie Akers, David Fertitta,
concert featuring Southside Johnny
Margaret Flaherty, Cyndi Frye, Karen' Reddington, Mary
would cost about $14,500-this price
Trowbridge, Debby Osborn, Mary Dumas, John Sullivan, Joe
includes the price of the band, an
McDonald,
Leo Wiltshire, Fran Mulligan, Michael Butzgy, Dave
opening act, -lights and sound,
Robichaud, Isaac Flight.
publicity· and police. This. price is
more than the entire Entertainment
budget. A concert featuring a band
:Art Staff: Lorena Kelley, Diane F6rmisani, Michael Macdonald,
like "Robin Lane" would run about·
.
~Peggy OToole,JuIi Tompkins; Lynnette Schnorbus, Jim Cooke,
5300.00
this .prtce includes·
J oeWallace, Margaret Flaherty ,·S feve\'Vesley.
everything. 'This .type. of concert
would be more in the monetary·
range of entertainment. It was·
Photography Staff: Cathy Olsen, Joe McDonald, Joe Downey.
suggested that maybe we should
consider doing a concert with two
Production Staff: Sheila Brennan, Susan Brennan, Dot
top Boston bands; namely,."Private
"Nimble-Knuckles" Asci,
Lightning," and 'The Stompers."
Third, there is the Auditorium
capacity. The Auditorium can only
accomodate 900 people. This is due
:The Comment is a student supported ~~doperated weeklY n~wspap~r serving th~academi~
to the fact that the balcony cannot
.community of Bridgewater State College. Editorial policy is determined by the Editor.in-Chief
in Consultation with the Editorial Board. Republication of all material herein is prohibited
be used during a rock concert.
without the expressed written permission of the Editor-in·Chief. All materials submitted
Many alternatives have been looked
become the property of The Comment: Letters to the Editor are etlcouraged but may be
at to make the balcony safe, but
limited to 250 words or less. Letters; classified advertisements. and all other written materials
none 6f·. these alternatives are
are subject. to'conde~$aIfOn; AdVertising ratesara. av.aHable upon request. All
practicaL .~:. . .. . . ..... . ,
c.orr~spondence Sflould b(i!addressed to The CO!\1rnent, Student Union Building.
, Fourthly, there is the question of
Bridgewater State College, Bridgewater MA. 02324. Telephone: (617)697 ·8321. extension 260·
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IAnnouncements ,1
WRITING CENTER HOURS
The Writing Center, located in Maxwell library 238, exists to serve
anyone needing assistance with his or her writing. Whatever the problem,
staff in the Writing Center will help find a solution. The Fall; 1980 hours
are:
Monday: 9:00am-II :OOam, 2:00pm-3:00pm
Tuesday: 9:00am-12:00, 1:00pm-3:00pm
Wednesday: 10:00am-1l:00am, 2:00pm-3:00pm
Thursday: 9:00am-12:00, 1:00pm-3:00pm
Friday: IO:00am·I2:00, 2:00pm-3:00pm
Feel free to drop in at any of the above items for an appointment. For
additional information call campus extension 545.

BRIDGEWATER ARTS COUNCIL
The Bridgewater Arts Council is interested in contacting local artists
who might be eligible for funds from the State Arts Lottery. Forms for
the purpose are in the Public Library. There will be an informational
meeting about the Council and the State Arts Lottery on Thursday,
October 30, at 7:00p.m. in the Meeting Room of the Public Library.
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EMPLOYMENT AVAILABLE
The Student Union has openi~gs for student employees with ski'lls in
offset printing, sign and poster making. Qualified students should
apply in the Student Union Info Booth.
.......... - .................... ....................................................................... .
"

BILL LEE LECTURE
On November 3 the ex-pitcher for'the Red Sox, "Bill Lee", will give a
octure in the Ballroom. The lecture will begin at 8:00 p_m. Tickets will
go on sale Monday, Cotober 28 in the info booth for 1.00 (BSC) and 1.50
(public). Sponsored by S.U. Program Committee.

.... C"HECi<. 'CASfIlNG ..................................... .
S!udents elr: encouraged to open a checkmg account at anyof the local
banks. The Student Union Information Booth does not have adequate
funds aVdllable to meet the needs of the College community without
some delay, and occasIonally running out of cash ciurlng busy periods.
ThIS IS partlali!,.' due .to the large amount oi money owed to the Student
Union because of checks returned for insufficient funds.

INTERNA TIONAL NIGHT
T~e Int~rnational Students AssociatIon I!:> sp()n~()r1ll9 <.lJ I Ill: n: ,(11 I(mal
NIght Dmner and.Entertainment. Thursday. Ot:t{Jher~CJ. ; 9Ki.l -, ~iJpm In
the Student .Unlon Ballroom. TiCKets <H~ rill ~dk .1. trt)ll! 'it the
Bookstore. TIckets are also available frum LS.A. !IH:nol,er.., rtJI only
$2.00. Come and share our cultures!
' .• -* . . . . . . . . . . . ~.:....: . . . . . .

to

........

~

............

~

..................................

I

RAFFLE WINNERS
Winners in the first Annual Quad-S raffle are;
1st prize (lube job)--Mary Saurman
2nd prize (Crystal Cafe dinner)·-Donald Condry
3rd prize (Case of beer)--Kathy Belleville
4th prize (sausage)--Jim Mantalos
5th prize (drinks in the Rat)--Tom Fischer
6th prize {Quad-S T-Shirt)--Mrs. Donald Keay
7th prize (autographed pic of Quad-8)--Richard KIng
8th prize (Lunch with Don Johnson) .. Susan Donnelly
9th prize (Quad-8 publications)--Jean Pesa.
The Quad-8 thanks all who participated. Watch for news concerning the
Scholarship.

MASQUERADE PARTY
On October 31, the PRogram Committee wil have its annual
Masquerade Party. The band will be "Numbers". The party will begin at
8:00 in the Ballroom. Tickets will go on sale Monday, October 28 iln the
8 in the Info Booth for $1.75. Prizes will be given for Best Costume,
Funniest, Scariest, and Most Original Couple or Group. This event is
sponsored by the S.U. Program Committee.

(Cont. from p. 2)
tickets. Only 900 tickets can be sold.
In order to begin to afford a band
like "Southside Johnny", a ticket
price of $11.00 would have to b€
charged, and the event would have
to sell out. Even at this price and
even if the event sold out, the p.e.
would 'take a very big loss. This loss
would limit the events for next
semester. In order to get a band like
"Robin Lane", the ticket price would
have to be $5.00 and it too would
have to sell out. Once again the P.C.
would be faced with a loss.
A decision had to made as to what
should be done. The decision was
that· Southside Johnny was at this
time not possible. A bid was made
for Robin Lane, however, our bid
was 1e(used along with several other
schools. This is because the band ito
is going to New York. The final
decision has been made to have a ....
concert featuring. two top bands.
The bands which were chosen were
"The StompersH and "'Private
Lightning." The tickets for this
concert will be 4:00. The concert is
scheduled for November 13,1980.
This may not be Blondie or The
Beach Boys, but this concert
promises to be a good time for all
who attend.

"Swap-Sit" Program to be
Organized
by Barbara Glaubell

How to str ch your

Elementary Age Children?
What does a student with schoolage children do when public school
declares a vacation, and college
classes continue? This problem is
being addressed by many
OUTREACH students and will be
reviewed again at the next OASIS
You don't have to be a math genius to figure it out. Basic money
meeting to be held on October 27
management and careful budgeting are two very effective ways to
and 30.
keep from feeling the pinch when money gets tight. And we'll tell Q
. Many students will be facing this
you how to do just that, and more, in our next issue of
problem for the first time February
"'nsider," the free supplement to your college
16-20,
and again in April, 1981. The
newspaper from Ford.
college student has several choices:
We'll explain how to meet the high cost of tuition
Cut classes? Not too smart.
through scholarships and student loans. We'll set
Pay a sitter?- Not always
up guidelines for developing your own
.
"."'.:. 'J. ':." ...:: :,,; :',,: "'.,::'. :;···,···,.:{"i;,,;';* "f;':·iIt"',d,.·"I';""""":".';';;·.'!'i':·'t,,·e.:'.•:'.: ,,,:;·:·,''':''i:'fftbt'&i61e: . . .
.
stick
to
those
budgets.'
personal finance system ... like custom
info
on
where
to
Leave
the
darlings
home
alone?
With
tailoring a budget ... choosing and
live, and how to get the best
This is between you and your
maintaining a checking account
buys on food, entertainment,
insurance company .
. . . and obtaining and using
clothing, travel, textbooks,
An alternate proposal has been
credit wisely. And we'll
stereos, and more. Then we'll tell
suggested .. ' that of requesting an
offer tips on how~.
___.__ .....,.,...
you how to be sure you're getting what
.. appropriate.area . at BSe, and
utilizing . volunteers to swap-sit
you pay for. And how to complain when
you don't,
during classes. Perhaps some SoonCheck it out. You'H find some great tips on how
to·be teachers would like to get
to stretch your college dollars. And who knows,
some practice time without leaving
you m?y even discover being frugal can be fun ! t h e campus. It has been established
that. c;hUdren of BSC students have
Also be sure to checkout Ford's exciting new 1981
above average" intE31ligence and
,behavior standards, therefore this
lineup, including Escort. The front-Wheel drive car that's
proposal has merit and should be .
built to take on the world, With Eqcort you'll find some great
waysto multiply your fun..
placed in operation at the soonest
possible time.
Further'discussion will be held at
the OASIS meting October 27, 11
. a.m. - 1 p.m. in the SU Green Room,
Look for "Insider"-Ford's
and on October 30, 11 a.m. - 12
noon at SURoom 1.
.
continuing series of college
FORD DIVISION . .
It is essential that all available
newspaper supple~ents.•
.OUTREACH students attend one
of these meetings. Y6urinput is vital
to get this program in motion.

FORD
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Homecoming
The Finalists:

Beth Williams _

M~y Ellen Hennessey--Great Hill

Kathy Reis--Class of 1984

Kim Cleghorn--Bee 52's Frisbee T earn

Debbie Thornton--Scott Hall

Jane Walsh--Pope Hall

Nan Davis--Sor~rity
.

Jeanne Sosnoski--Soccer
Cheerleaders
'.
. --,.. ......
.'

' . " ,

Lauralnnis-Ea.-Iy Childhood
'

October :::2. 19MO The Comment

Queen

Peggy Hoar--Program Committee

Nominees

Cheryl Tripp--Football

Cheerlead~rs

Melanie SWift--Aprtments

Lisa Pope--Afro-Am

Louise Burke--The Comment

Debbie Cunha--Class of '83

Robin Georges--Wood Hall

Laurie Moore--S.6.A.
Denise McCarthy..-Tennis Team

!l

Children's Clinic Receives
Spec;zker on Diabetes

Commentary
The opinions expressed here are those of the author and not
representative of the opinions held by The Comment Editorial
Board.
The Ballot Box
Election Analysis by Tom Gregg
October 10: You can't hear it very well at the moment--the collective
shout of the football crowds and the rustle of falling leaves tends to mute
it··but there is a noise on the other side of the world which, as it grows
and swells, provides grim counterpoint to the musical-comedy racket of
this year's presidential election campaign. It is the noise of war--the howl
of jets, the rattle of machine guns, the roar of artillery, the clatter of tank
treads. It comes from the Middle East, the throbbing oil-glutted heart of
-our innustrial organism, and it strikes to the very core of an issue which
has become a storm center of political debate.
The outbreak of fighting between Iran and Iraq has brought the nation
face to face with the possibility of war. Our vital interests hang in the
balance: a cutoff otPersian Gulf oil would deal a heavy blow to the United
States, and our most important allies would be pushed to the brink of
economic disaster. This cannot be aHowed to happen, and the President
has made it quite dear that he is prepared to commit U.S. militg,ry forces
to the Gulf if need be. This raises two political questions: how dt into this
mess? And what can we do now to defend our vital interests? ~
President Carter, his chances of reelection already in some
considerable doubt, has tended to downplay the crisis. This is
understandable, since he is open to the charge that the erratic and
shortsighted policies of his Administration made a major contribution to
the outbreak. Ronald Reagan, who has always identified "national
security" as one of his strongest issues, cites the crisis in the Gulf as an of
the President's mismanagement of the nation's foreign and defense
policy. This is all good clean political fun--the latest version of .the
celebrated "missile gap" of the 1960 campaign--but it means that the issue
of national security has' been reduced to its most childish and simplistic
terms. In effect, the question has been presented as one of numbers: we,
have thus-and -50, they have this-and-that; just compare the figures and
see how wonderful ( or awful) our national security position is! That's
what happens when a vital issue is conscripted to serve the day-to-day
needs of the campaign PR gremJi'ls.
- There is no doubt that Presid~nt Carter deserves the knocks he's
taken on the national security issue. Our armed forces have suffered
four years of neglect; they have been starved of funds, manpower,
modern weapons and firm direction. The Air Force can't keep all of its
planes in the air, the Navy's ships must spend long periods at sea with
inadequate crews, the Army's home-based divisions are unready for
combat. The men we rely upon to fight our battles receive pay that
qualifies many of them for food stamps. This 'is the record of the Cartei
Administration, and it speaks for itself.
But now the nation has been told that the President is ready to send'
this ramshackle machine into the Persian Gulf in defense of our vital
interests. Consiciering:the sad state of the armed forces~ ths. policy
statement must be viewed as little better than a piece of futile sabrerattling. Andyet the United States cannot opt out of the crisis--the stakes
are far too high. So we have a commitment--one which we cannot avoid-to court defeat_ The President has placed us firmly between a rock and a
hard surface--and then explained that, really, there's nothing to worry
about.;
This is bad news for the nation, but very good news for Ronald Reagan.
He has been tireless in his effots to expose this basic contradiction of the
Carter national security policy--sound and fury supported on thin air-and this is perfectly proper. But he has failed to explain, in specific terms,
just what ought to be done. Instead, he has resorted to the numbers
game, and has'suggested that the solution to our woes lies in a rapiod
buildup of our military forces. That's fine as far as it goes-·but it does not
go nearly half the necessary distance. More men and modern w~apons
are perhaps necessary, but what use are they un.1ess they support some
well-understood national role on the world stage?
Our so· called foreign policy consists mostly of wishful thinking,
meaningless generalities,., vague expressions of goodwill and the
occasional thundering but empty threat. We could pile up armaments
, from now until 1999, but until we bring some clarity to our conception of'
our place in world affairs we might as well use the money to build temples
to Zeus. This is the true source of the mess that has been exposed by the
current crisis in the Persian Gulf. The decay of our armed forces is only a
symptom of a deeper cancer. Why shouldn't they decay, since no one
seems to have any idea of what they're supposed to be for?
The war in the Gulf is an omeR~ It may blow over without having forced
us to the final bitter choice between surrender and war. But what about
the next time? What about the time. after that? President Carter just
sits and hopes that it will all go away before the election. Ronald Reagan
offers the voters half a solution~ John Anderson agrees with Reagan. Ed
Clark; the Libertarian candidate, advocates a return to the good old days
of isolation from the cold; cruel world. And the voters, who will have to
pay for whatever half-baked scheme emerges from this carnival, are
reduced to apathy, No wonder half of them are likely to shun the ballot
box on Election Day. '
(Next weeki, "The Ballot Box" examines the rise of the fundamentalist
Christians as a. force in predidential politics. Have you noticed that all
three· major canqidates claim to be born-again Christians?)

"The Diabetic·-Diagnosis,
Treatment and Exercise" was the
topic when Ms. Germaine Lanzikos,
who works as a Diabetic Clinician at
Goddard Memorial Hospital, spoke
at the Children's Physical
Developmental Clinic on Saturday
morning, October 11th.
"You can't see diabetes and we
don't know what causes it," Mr.
Lanzikos said. She explained
diabetes as a "chronic condition for
which there is no cure" and
described its treatment as a "life··
long management condition." Ms.
Lanzikos also described diabetes as
a disease which affects the fuel
system of the body."
The guest speaker discussed the
disease first in terms of diagnosis.
"Diabetes can be recognized as one
of two conditions--Hypoclycemia is
a condition of low blood sugar,
Hyperglycemia is a condition of high
blood sugar."
"Hyperglycemia, "Ms. Lanzikos
said, "may be gradual and is
characterized by excessive thirst,
frequent urination, excessive
hunger, fatigue, irritability.
dehydration, and may result in a
comatose state_" Hyperglycemia is
the case when there is a need for
insulin. "Hypoglycemia," she
continued, "is more abrupt and has

. Deadlines !orall classified ads have been
changed to Friday noon; however, the
deadline for display advertising is still Monday
at noon. Any·ads submitted after their
,rf?spectivedeadline will be published in the
following issue.
.

There will be NO exceptions!

THE ADVERTISING MANAGER

Ms. Lanzikos also stressed the
importance of having patience when
working with or teaching diabetics.
"We are teaching people who are
ill," she said, 'They are quite often
sleepy or not very alert, so it may be
necessary to repeat things more
than even once or twice."
On the topic of diabetics and
exercise, the guest speaker stressed
the importance of a child's having a
proper diet in terms of fuel for the
body and the proper timing of that
diet in terms of when the child's
fuel system will jpeak. For example,
if a child is to participate in an
afternoon physical education class
and his insulin level is known to peak
in the afternoon, the child should
have a snack before class,
Suggested sources of quick sugar
are 4 ounces of coke or 2 teaspoons
of honey.
G ermair:le Lanzikos' has been
wroking .as a Diabetic Clinician for
the past eight years. She works with
diabetic patients' and their families
teaching principle of self-·
management. As a Diabetic
Clinician, Ms. Lanzikos mainly
works as part of a team along with
the physician, the dietician and the
social worker on an out-·patient
basis.

Recycle You'r Aluminum,
If you or an organization you Besides all aluminum beverage cnas aluminum cans. In 1979, Reynolds
belong to is looking for a great way and other clean household recycled more than one million
to earn money, and help .conserve aluminum such as. pie plates, foil, pounds of aluminum in New
,energy imd our nation's natural frozen food and dinner trays, and England.. Reynolds maintains a
resources, maybe you should dip, meat and pudding containers" recy~ling service center in'
recycle aluminum. Reynolds , Reynolds recycles certain other--- F rammgham, Massachusetts and
, Aluminum Recycling Company will including siding, gutters, storm Mar ,: .has 18 mobile unit stops throughout
P?Y .consumers twenty-three cents
and window frames, lawn furniture New England. The Reynolds
'p~r pund; and in certain markets
tubing and aluminum tubing and mobile unit van will be at Standish
pays a bonus' price, depending on aluminum castings_ This aluminum Plaza, Plymouth on Friday, October
market conditions. Reynolds
must be free of all foreign materials, 17, from 10:30·12:00 noon. For
Aluminum Recycling Company
cut to lengths not exceeding three further 'information call: 800-228·
buys all-aluminum products.
feet and should not be mixed with 2525;
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symptoms of excessive hunger,
trembling and/or 'shaking,
perspiration, paleness, sleepiness,
poor concentration, headaches,
double vision, numbness of the lips
and tongue and in some cases
unconsciousness and shock.
Hyperglycemia indicates the need
for quick sugar.
In terms of treatment, Germaine
Lanzikos advised that "when you
are working with diabetics, you
must make an assessh,ent of each
person's needs because diabetes
affects every individual differently."
She explained that some people
may be able to function by following
a pr oper diet and some may need to
:aKI:: oral medlcatlon.·t.,I1tIt!l1m,
10wever, are totally dependent
JPon insulin," the guest speaker
emphasized.
Also on the subject of diabetic
children, the guest speaker talked of
what is termed the "honeymooon
period." She described it as a period
which has been newly diagnosed
and one that may be recognized
when a child is excessively thirsty.
shakey and pale. The child may
have too much insulin because for
some reason the pancreas may have
started to again secrete insulin. "It is
important to' watch the children
closely,': Ms. Lanzikos conCluded.
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MEN WANTED
Mr. Paul Murphy, Director of the Big Brother Association. of
Southeastern Massachusetts, needs men who are in!erested 10 helping
fatherless boys. He wiii be recruiting OppOSlt~ the Bookstore between
9am and Ipm during the week of October 27th.

.

On Saturday, October 25th, the Burnell School will.be conductmg a road
race for the children and their parents. The races wIll take place. betw~en
lOam and'llam and will bl2 run in the area around Burnell, mcludmg
Burrill AVenue, Great Hill, and the tennis courts. C?llege students and
visitors to the college are asked to drive carefully dUring those hours and
to be on the lookout for runners.
......................................................

...................................

STUDY ABROAD

0" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.... FOREiGN ·SERVici.'OFFicER'EXAM' .................. .
For s~niors who are considering a career with the United States
Department of State, the Foreign Service Office Exam must be ,taken.
The date of the exam is Saturday, December 6, 1980, and the applicatIon
deadline is October 24, 1980. This is the only test that iwll be given this
year. For information on the position and an exam application, contact
the Career Planning and Placement Office._
,

..

. '

Dr. James Butler, President of Columbus InternatIonal College m
Seville,. spain, will be on campus on November 12, from lO~m to 12 no.on
in Conference Room 4 of the S.U. Students intereste~ tn developtng
Spanish proficiency and/or spending a semester studym~ abroad .are
invited to meet with DR. Butler for informal information sharmg.
Interested faculty are also cordially invited.

.... GRAD'VAii

All are invited to attend the movie "ladies and Gent.len;en: The Rollmg
Stones" with a Three STooges Flick before the movIe: No Census No
Feeling." Sponsored by the Class of '83, the tickets will be $1.50 and the
movie is at the Catholic Center, Thursday, October 23rd.

-

.............................

-

-

DAY' ........................... .

Keating Typing Service
FREE Pick-up & Delil.Jery
Themes, Manuscripts,
Resumes typed quickly,
accurately
Editing or criticism if desired
No job too BIG or too small
KEA TING HOME
TYPING SERVICE
588·9343

On Thursday. October 30th, from 11am to 2pm, Eastern Nazarene
, College in Quincy, Mass, is holding its second annual Graduate Schoof
Fair. Approximately 20 graduate school fr~m thr~ughout ~as~achusetts _ - - - - - - - - -....
wili be represented and their representattves Will meet With mterested
students. As part of a growing cooperative effort among Placement Addressers Wanted Immediately
Work. at home- no experience
Directors in this area of the state, students from Bridgewater State
necessary· excellent pay. Write:
College are welcome to attend. A list of gr~duate..schools in attenda~ce
National Service •
and directions to Eastern Nazarene are available In the CareerPlannmg
9041 Mansfield- Suite 2004
and Placement Office.
Shre\ieport, LA 71118

.... MOViE!; TONiGHT,i -................................ '.' .
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MAIN STREET REPERTORY CINEMA
588-5944
Program/or October 24, through December 24, 1980 .
There'Will Be Two Performances Each Eveni,,!S At Approximately 7 & 9PM

STUDENT ADMISSION PRICE: $1.50
REGULAR ADMISSION:' $2.50

October 24.. 30

October 31-November 6

BREAD' AND CHOCOLATE
Franco Brusati's tender comedy of the trials and
misadventures of an Italian immigrant working asa
:bourgeousie has a blend a/tears and laughter not
equalled since the heyday of Chaplin. Nino
Manfredi stars in this immensely popular film.
, COUSIN, COUSINE
It's' back! After an absence of almosttwo years
this widely loved French.comedy is available to us
agaIn. Charming, sexy, and utterly romantic.'

NOSFERATU: THE VAMPIRE
Werner Herzog's homage to the 1922 Nurnau
classic has become an instant classic in itself.
Eschewing cheap effects, the jilm achieves a sense
of dislocation and terror that is uncanny. There is a
Beauty and the Beastquality to NOSFERA TU that
is personijiedby theferocious magnetism olKlaus
Kinski as' the Count, and the ethereal Isabelle
Adjani as his principle victim: Herzog's imagery is
masterly and intoxicating.

MY BRILLIANT CAREER
Gillian Armstrong establishes herself with this
film as A'ustralia's first woman director and the
creator of Australia's first truly international
success. It features Judy Davis as an aspirins
young author growing up in the bush country 6j
Australia at the ~urn of the century. A young

woman who is not satisfied with the role society has
asked her' to play, she rejects (perhaps
unnecessarily) a conventional suitor and a
conventiona/lijestyie for. the risks and joys oj being
an author., It is a simple yet immensely satisfying
story and it promises to be one of the most popular
Very highly
films we will show this year.
recommended.

JOIN OUR MAILING LIST!
Send to theatre:
Name: ____________~__________~__ --~----___________________________
Address: ________ ______________ ____ __________________
Or Call· Us At 588~5944
~

----

-__

__

-------

----

Nov. 14-20
Pasolini'a.
Canterbury Tales

Nov. 21-25
Being There
Peter Sellers

Nov. 26 .. Dec. 2
Watership Down

AND
Lord of the Rings

November 7.. 13

l.._

ALSO COMING:

~

-

~

Dec. 3-9
Europeans

Dec. 10-16
A Simple Story
Dec. 17-24
Chant of Jimmy
Blacksmith

~-------

- - -- -,-----

--

.- -

81he Comment Uctober 22,1980
H! Shark, here's another personal. I want to
party Wed. nite, not work! Stop whining about
homework. Ignor it. YOu, me, Myrna, and the
rest of the Wed night regulars could have a
great time. Think about ir. The Comment's
Housemother, gardner, receptionist, etc.

Classifieds

Fellow Spartans: Discipline is the key to
su~1.

for sale
Audiovox AM and FM cassette player with 2
Coaxil Jensen speakers. Only 2 months old.
Asking $140.00. C.all Marybeth 837·3981 eves.

1971 Chevy Impala (onv., Green, roof works
but needs replacing. Also needs brakework,
body·engine·interior in good condition. $600,
call 697·7983. Ask for George
1974 Monte Carlo Landau, Power steering,
brakes. windows, air. Am·Fm stereo cassette.
New battery, exhaust sllstem, water pump and
Dunlop radials. Runs excellently. $2300 or best
offer. Call 587·3782, ask for Rick or Nancy.
697·8321, ext. 482, ask for Rick.

Paul· HOG,l hearyougotanF in hggiene. At
least we know you're capable. Imagine what
else you could learn. Think 1I0U look French
with that beard? If you can't "Frendl" you can
at least look it! With that beard you will never
S€t any practice.

HiEB. or is it V.C. or G.B. (great bodyi,llove
wake up at 7:00 to go to class at 8:00 and find
out it's cancelled. Don't..with my head.
Blushing Brides are no. 1. Shea Jaggar, 1I0ur a
dirty bum. E.S. or SMO its your decision. Bye,
BAby REals.
'

Mrs. Peter Gibson, I think you're an absolutely
super nice, extra special woman. I enjoy your
company all the time. I'm sure Mr. Gibson feels
Ill.! same way I do. He's a very lucky man.
Good luck and much happiness to you both in
the future. PKC

Rebecca of Stony brook Apts, Dungeons and
Dragons again 1 hope, Mescaline and Vodka,
Zombies and Dope. Sound goad. The Squire
of Khatru should go there and watch out for
the Breakout of Galiadrielle. Asteroids? I don't
Stony.
know. maybe with Chinese Food.

Monsieur LeBlanc. j'espere que tu auras une
saison de succes avec Ie footbalL N'oublie pas·
C'est la chance qui font des freres, maisc'est la
coeur qui font des amis. Tu es tres important a
moil Avec affection, mademoiselle MG

Hey Shark: two personals in one issue. Wow!
Anyway, forget everything this weekend. Let's '
go out. And forget your damn homework.
Etc.

Hello, you two Windy dormpeopie! Sorry I
haven't been by lately, but life nas been hectiC,
between the wedding and car problems. Don't
worry. We'll go to Boston soon. I promise I'll
bring the Irish Mocha Mint for the "Teddy
Bear's Picnic." Love from your favorite
Maniac.

Yamaha·6 string acoustic guitar, FG·160.
Excellent condition. Asking $125. Call Bill at
697·6494 after 6.
1974 MGB-GT. cream yellow, in good cond.,
runs well·a .nice car, $1500 or best offer. call
293:9347, ask for Norm.
Turntable·Pioneer PI·120. TV/o speed. belt
drive, manual. Empire Cartridge. Needs
cueing fluid. $50.00 584·Hl51

"And in the evening, stars come out to shine..
while the counselors pass around the wine."
Hi. Would you believe I'm typing the
personals, Meg? 'Ieddy Bear's Picnic· sounds
just great. When do we start? Love, Gypsy.

1972 FIAT·128 Sedan, blue, 4·speed, am·fm
radio, 32 mpg, very good interior, the car has
rust but it fLlns great-·very economicaL Asking
$500.00.584·1051 after 3:30 pm.

Lynn and Cheryie· Thanx for going cooed in
your room l we really appreciiltl:! it. Lynn, 1I0U
really do look beautiful in the morning. Love C

1976 Mustang G hia 4 cyl. 4 speed AlC,
AM.'Fm stereo. Excellent condition
throughout. Best offer. call 584·7786.

&J.
Hey, Jo's, Vermont should be a good raod trip!
So should N.Eastern. Lotsa g09ci tirnes ahead
and keep studying, Culs.

1971 Plymouth Station wagon·Just inspected!
Runs weU! 20 mpg. V8.318 cu.in. engine.
Asking $450, will consider offers. Call after
5:00 pm, anynigh1. Ask for John. Duxbury,
837·6133.

How many ferns would a fern·bndlei fondle if
a fern fondler could fondle ferns?

To Pope 3 short; ·Webster", to bad about your
knee. Injured reserved for antics. Rehab. this
week. Good comeback Thurs. night. Samuri
Tracker.
My blue pinto I always see on 106, I'm
youngblood-·a "79" PintO. .Iet's do the bump
and have an explosive evening. Love326-CCJ.
To the perv thai' rest in the S. U. Birds of a
feather flock together. Would you consider
flying us South? We offer the best deal around.
Reasonable rqtes, entertainment provdided.
How are off season rates. 3 sexy chicks in the

TRacy··what goes on under those sheets every
night at 8:00? There's got tob e something
more exciting out there than yourself. Check
downstairs in a coffin, sound kinky but privat e.
How motivating.' Lover in the blue gym
shorts.
Paul T ... what a deadbeat. Guess it comesfroryl
the territory. Do they snore? Do you? You
must be used to non·respondant bodies. Ever
look to yourself for the reasons why?

-~-----------------.

Tony in 125..Did you know that you were an
endangered species? --the girls in 106.
Lo$l:A~U,goldme~,()Vatin shape afthe

---------~-----~--~

found, please call Apt. lOB, 697·6305. Please
return·-it has great sentimental value. Reward

TOTAL CAMPING EXPERIENCE: We'll
never make it, we're doomed, get the socia·
emotional task force leader. Remember five
stupid shitfaced students sitting Sipping
sambuca snorting snowcaine. Next time laarn
to set up a tent in the rain. Two cute Ducks.

BiesSedMother, attached to a 36" gold chain.1f To.. ThreeBTown ··Bears·. who. suNfued the

offered.
Lost: A .14K gold bracelet. If found please
contact Mary in rm 313 - Pope, ext. 383. Great
sentimental value.

Motohiro, Thanks for a terrific weekend. You
really made me feel like a woman.l just can't
. get enough of that sexy bod. Love; Roxanne

. wanted

a

Audrey.. Loved those GNOCCIES!H! What's
mel1away? Have. you seen any underwear
trees lately. Hey, baby, take awalk on the wild
side. That' blonde wears funny glasses and
weird plaid pantsl Take a calm pill. Love from·';I
"hystEilricar friend.

Female teacher or student wanted to rent
room. Kitchen privileges. For further det;;lils,
call 584·6416.
1520 Restaurant of Plymouth is looking for
magicians to pe~form on Halloween, October'
31st. Performance to be given during public
costume party in restaurant lounge. Anyone
interested please call 746-9565 for an
interview.

Mesh, Remember: Too many of these late
nights will stunt your growth!! -·Afellow warm
fuzzy.

To the busiest man on campus: You and I
relate so well. You better read those
Dragons!!! I hope you make a good Tom
Collins Friday afternoon. _Hang in there.
From: the busiest woman on campus.
Corrine: Do you always eat your pepperoni
pizzas with Scorpions?

,personals
Dan··Big guy birthday time! We11 do up a quart
So. Co. apiece. One for each day. of the
. weekend. Happy 19th Buddy. Col;

of

This Saturday, SSC ';"m be playing Curry
ColleS€ at the request of the Homecoming
Committee;

Dan "The Birthday eoy" Gumache, Make it a
B-Day you won't remember. Better get in
shape for the weekend because we'fe going to
throw you a party like no other seamus
To the Comme~t Housemother, etc .. Fern is
getting too excited for her own good! KYou
better watch out·she's too Potted too. The
Fern Fanatic

To M·monster·l hope I can write a much better
personal than you can! Hope you did well on . Dan. I hope the day is the greatest. As a
birthday present I've d~ided to call off the
your naughty Spanish phrases quiz. You really
should have let me die, then we'd all be better aebt. Aren't [ so cute Cheez·its
off. But tnen who would meet you at 10?Loved
Dan Gamache Happy Birthday Gamache!
Mom's bush! The better secretary.
Keep wild ...Stains'· roommate sent tbis
To Dina, you crazy l1ympnornaOlaC! t know
Pocket watches are much more meaningful
that you pay to win the goodnight kiss
with im alarm.
than digitais, even if it is a
contests. YotI are so rich, with all of your
Besides I got you,. don't I?
alligators! Don't forget to beat it or get out o~
the shopping cart. Weenamice, Kelly R;
Hey Faygots, yes you Bealsie ~nd the Beak,

n

Who is he? TheSweede and it's his birthday on
Homecoming Day. Hope yciu ddn't pass out
like a rookie. Spooks
.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~-------'
Mark in the Game Room, did you ever hear th~
Blues Brothers sing nGimme Some Lovin'"!?!
W.B.

whatcha got? Leaving for the wee~end?
Psyched Jar days!!! Beals, MIA in Boston
lately? Here's to good· times .and plenty of
socials! (P.S. Thanks for the bruises! )... your
neighbors unfortunately

697-8001

General Optometry:
including-

I-Examination
2-Eye Glasses
3-Soft and
Gas-Permeable
Contact Lenses

--------------------------THIS AD IS REDEEMABLE FOR
10% OFF ANY SERVICE
WHE"N YOU BRING IT IN
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"Riverdriver~:

Thanks for the person. You're
right, there is a first time for everything. Like
maybe dating Robin Hood. or even a
basketbaIT star. It's nice to have friend. Even a
lowly non· cheerleader. "Mean Jean. u

Devorka, Who will it be this weekend? Mr. P?
Moses? Suspender Man? or someone new?
. HOw are the cold showers after your
exhausting joSS? By the way, have you asked
lor anymore kisses? 3 mature women.
Mnle-Happy Birthday. Buddy, I sure miss
around here. Stop by
son'<<etime so 1can tell you what exciting things
ha,ve been happening in my life. Love your ex·
roornie,Cathy.

s~.e.iilg .' your' face

To Billy the Kid··Thanks for making my life
special. Our last round-up was terrific. Keep it ' Tothe greatest fly-swatter in Wood Hall, you I
be'iter kill,ypur horny friends before theg take I
Looking to build a race car. Need a smaH car; , up. LOlJe from Your ~ttle "Witch"
vv~r. Waflfto paint the room? 1hve nothing to
Pinto·Vega. Doesn't matter is engine isl
,do for the-next 3 days. Late nita talks are fun, '
included. Call Rick, 784·7924. Mon·Fri. 2:30
but why does everything lead to me .. The
pm to 5:30 pm,·T\Jes.·Wed. 6:00·8:00 pm.
A Slash for the Swede on hi§ birthday! ·Steele
Att~mtion-Lover ,
Dan·
• Apt 60: You're five of my most favorite people
and I can't thank you enough for helping m~
through a real tough time. Love, G.

Dr. Sherman Geller

Su.

Hi:·my favorite blue pinto.. Do you know IIOU
To' Millie, Sleez and Doe: Have a good
have a lovely set of headlights? IWQuld like to' HOmecoming wee.kend and remember "THis
see what's under your hood!!!
is my Event" So live it up.

lost and found

Plymouth-Bridgewater Eye Associates
54 Broa.d St. (Route 18),
Bridgewater

Jules and Gin:You know I am super grateful
for all·the help this semester. We have to.go
out some Fri night real soon in the little dump
car. What wo~ld I do without you??? Shark.
John: We thught you'd never ask. Thanks for
the offer. We can't wait to get our hands on .
thsoe golden locks not to mention that sexy :
body. Remember, when you feast expect
iL.The girls. (espeCially PO and JT)
Mac: PUt your shoes on!!! I heard you can't get
it up. Good luck with M. Seeyou, The CREW.

Joe, Barry, Farren, The Shining, Mr. Ship it,
care taker, and of course NAPS: Does this'
number ring a bell: 697·8146. Give mea call
anytime. Ba, ba. bil, bam, lfyouguesswhothis
is I'U give you a. great big kiss ..
Donna, hope this year's been.as great for you

as it has for me. Your a nice girl, maybe even
good sometimes. It's been real. Can't wait for'
hotel. Happy anniversary and be good. Love.
GA.
Donna, Cupid camMo your call with his bow
and arrow.l agree, Kevin is batter than Danny,
even if he doesn't wear flannel shirts. You can
borrow my marine life if I can borrow your
placenta. We should h~ve another party and
invite all your friends. The 4 T's,

.. Round Trip Transportation Via Luxury
Air-Conditioned Motor Coach
.. 3 Days!2 Nights at The Holiday Inn
Downtown-Montreal

.. Full American Breakfast Daily
.. 'Restaurant & Lounge with live e~*ertainment
. , Indoor Pool Facilities
., Services of the Beachcomber Staff.
....

~I11 .....

HIQI'I ... y. WIII~"'.vll~. N.Y. 14221
Tel. 117·n5·71S. - 718·632-3723
AO.ftl lor W.N.Y. Molor L/h.. I.C.C. foliC' 12024

1325

"1I~r.port

Con'-"t:

PATTIE'
697·7461

SALE
Back-To-School

Save on quality used!furniture

BEAR BRO WN'S
TRADING POST
461 Centre st.
Middleboro, MA

··Call Anytime' 947-7442
Desks, bookcases, chairs,
nightstands, lamps, bureaus, beds,
. bedroom sets, couches,coffee &
tend ~ables,·televisions-,color·& b/w,
sewing machines and refrigerators.

SPECIALS

Brass King·Size Bed Complete
Lowrey Organ Genie 44 Model
Many more items not listed!!!
_Open Daily .
c.....

.

